
Business Problem:

A Voice of the Customer program is an important part of any successful customer experience management initiative. It is a 
key asset for customer centric CEO’s, CMOs and customer experience leaders.

In fact, in the 2015 Best Practices Research Report, CxOs whose performance ranked in the top quartile used Voice of the 
Customer programs a whopping 68% more often than their lower performing peers.

An effective program is an in-depth process of capturing customer’s expectations, preferences and aversions across a 
myriad of different sources including internal systems, 3rd party applications and social networks.
 
However, it’s nearly impossible to fully implement Voice of the Customer without aggregation technology.
 

The Solution:

NetBase is delivering a Voice of the Customer solution that provides a single platform for processing and analyzing 
customer feedback from multiple data sources including social networks, internal systems and digital media. Our Voice of 
the Customer offering is serving the customer feedback analytics needs of stakeholders from multiple business functions 
including marketing, sales, customer service, product development, operations and finance.

Voice of the Customer is a natural extension of NetBase’s social listening and analytics capabilities that leverages our 
strengths in Natural Language Processing on unstructured text coupled with hard data metrics and friendly end user tools 
for business analysis and reporting.
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Benefits:

NetBase’s Voice of the Customer offering will enable brands and agencies to have a single source of truth across all 
feedback sources and delivering the following benefits:

• Visibility across all customer feedback with a normalized view of metrics and unstructured conversation
• Insights both in the moment and historically which enables discovery of new issues and tracking of critical performance 

indicators
• Elimination of multi-million dollar projects and many months of systems integration effort required to deploy custom 

text analytics systems and cross-system workflow
• Availability of standardized analyses on customer feedback including automated sentiment, passion scoring, ranking 

top conversation, trending over time, indexing vs comparison sets, top author ranking, and geo location
• Support for audience creation and analysis to see what known customers are saying broadly in social networks to 

measure customer loyalty, gain competitive intelligence, and identify brand advocates and detractors
• Deployment using either IT expertise on legacy systems or simple flat file transfer with end-user friendly attribute 

mapping tools



Features:
NetBase users and executive stakeholders will see continuity in ease-of-use and familiar functionality as follows:

• Flexible and extensible ingestion of customer feedback data from sources including; Call Center records, surveys, 
emails, chat messages, web and support forms, mobile app ratings and comments, product and local review sites

• Full analytics functionality and consistent user experience including topic creation and disambiguation, dashboards, 
filtering, ad hoc analysis, themes, custom tagging and alerting

• A new Source Type of “Internal” to enable both co-mingling with social networks and separation of analyses to only 
private systems when desired

• Deep NLP analysis on customer comments to identify common issues, product gaps, top likes and dislikes, sentiment 
drivers, levels of satisfaction and loyalty, among others

• NetBase PowerTags to automatically capture meta data and support unique filtering of custom data sources
• Private partitioning of internal data sources for restricted access
• Insights API to feed analyzed data into other systems such as Business Intelligence tools for custom reporting and 

correlation with other business metrics, and to work flow systems to track specific customer service issues

How To Move Ahead

The NetBase team will help understand business objectives, data sources and requirements for analytics and metrics 
across departments including consulting and training to departmental stakeholders. The Voice of the Customer solution 
enables for flexibility in both what sources are ingested and how the ingestion works. NetBase provides four options for 
data ingestion:

1. Transform extracts from internal systems to a standard JSON format and upload by secure file transfer
2. Provide delimited flat files and NetBase will map the fields using a configurable convertor
3. Indicate 3rd party systems having public APIs for which NetBase will connect directly
4. Utilize a library of NetBase off-the-shelf connectors to systems used for customer interaction or feedback

NetBase understands that privacy and security are key concerns.  The startup process includes collaborating and advising 
on privacy and security, including how to partition private data and handling personally identifiable information (PII) to be 
either stripped out, obfuscated or accessible only by secure URL link back by authorized users to the source system.

About NetBase

NetBase is the award-winning social analytics platform that global companies use to run  brands, build businesses, and 
connect with consumers every second. Its platform processes millions of social media posts daily for actionable business 
insights for marketing, research, customer service, sales, PR, and product innovation. NetBase clients include:
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